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Section 1 - Short Questions

1. In one or two sentences, explain the differences between the concepts in each of the following pairs.[10]
BE BRIEF; overly long answers will be grounds for mark deductions.

(a) Widening conversions and narrowing conversions

(b) An int and a double (in terms of the kind of values that variables of each type can store)

(c) A char and a String

(d) The = operator and the == operator

(e) Logical AND and logical OR
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2. What will be displayed to the screen after each of the following code fragments is executed? For full[6]
marks, describe BRIEFLY with a few words and a value what happens at intermediate steps.

(a) int a = 4;
int b = a % 3;
int c = (int)1.5 * a + b;
System.out.println("The answer is: " + (b + c));

(b) int a = 7;
int b = 5;
int c = 2;
int d = 50;
int e = 25;
System.out.println(a / 2 == 3.5 || b + c / 4.0 == 5.5 &&

d > e);
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3. Consider the following code fragment:[4]

public class Deceive {
public static void main(String[] args) {

int n, result, i;

n = 5;

i = 0;
result = 1;
while (i < n)
i = i + 1;
result = result * i;

System.out.println(result);
}

}

What will be displayed on the screen when the above program is executed? Briefly explain your
answer.

Total marks for Section 1: 20
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Section 2 - Long Questions

4. Consider the class Tuple with the following members:[15]

• Each Tuple object has two private attributes of type int

• public Tuple(): A constructor which initializes both attributes of the new Tuple to 0.

• public Tuple(int first, int second): A constructor which initializes the first
attribute of the newly-created Tuple to first, and the second attribute of the newly-created
Tuple to second.

• public void setFirst(int newValue): Changes the value of a Tuple’s first at-
tribute to newValue.

• public void setSecond(int newValue): Changes the value of a Tuple’s second
attribute to newValue.

• public String toString(): Returns a String representation of a Tuple in the fol-
lowing format:

{first, second}
where first is the value of the Tuple’s first attribute, and second is the value of the
Tuple’s second attribute.

What is displayed when the main() method of class TupleTrouble is executed? Carefully track
the state of memory in the space provided, then clearly indicate the program output below.

public class TupleTrouble {
public static void main(String[] args) {

int x = 2, y = 4;
Tuple t1 = new Tuple();
Tuple t2 = new Tuple(x, y);

System.out.println("1: y == " + y);
System.out.println("2: t1 == " + t1);
System.out.println("3: t2 == " + t2);

x = y;
t1 = t2;
t2.setFirst(x);
y = 6;

System.out.println("4: t1 == " + t1);
System.out.println("5: x == " + x);

t1.setSecond(8);
System.out.println("6: t1 == " + t1);
System.out.println("7: t2 == " + t2);

t2 = null;
System.out.println("8: t1 == " + t1);
System.out.println("9: t2 == " + t2);

}
}
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USE THE SPACE BELOW AS A SCRATCH PAD TO TRACK THE STATE OF THE VARIABLES
IN MEMORY (THE CONTENTS OF THIS SPACE WILL NOT BE GRADED):

CLEARLY INDICATE THE PROGRAM’S OUTPUT IN THE SPACE BELOW (THE CONTENTS
OF THIS SPACE WILL BE GRADED):
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5. Consider the following program, saved in a file called ContainsAtIndex.java:[15]

1 public class ContainsAtIndex {
2 public static void main(String[] args) {
3 Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in);
4 String s;
5 String singleChar;
6 char c;
7 int i;
8
9 System.out.print("Enter a string: ");
10 s = keyboard.nextLine();
11
12 System.out.print("Enter a character: ");
13 singleChar = keyboard.nextLine();
14 // Assumes that the user will not enter an empty line
15 c = singleChar.charAt(0);
16
17 found = false;
18 while (i < s.length() && found) {
19 if (s.charAt(i) == c) {
20 found = true;
21 }
22 i = i + 1;
23 }
24
25 if (found) {
26 System.out.println("The first occurrence of ’" + c +
27 "’ in \"" + s + "\" is a position " + i);
28 } else {
29 System.out.println("There are no occurrences of ’" + c +
30 "’ in \"" + s + "\"");
31 }
32 }
33 }

The above program is designed to check whether a String entered by the user contains a character
entered by the user, and if it does, to display the position of the first occurrence of the character in the
String. However, there are 5 errors in the above program. Find all the errors and list them. For
each error you list, you MUST must include the number of the line where the error occurs, the type
of error (syntactic or semantic) and a description of the error. Do not list more than 5 errors, as you
will be penalized for every “error” in excess of 5 that you list.

Note that the line numbers to the left of the above program are included solely to help you make it
easier for you to list the line numbers where errors occur; they are not part of the actual program.
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LIST THE ERRORS YOU FIND IN THE PROGRAM HERE:

Total marks for Section 2: 30
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Section 3 - Programming Questions

6. This question has two parts. In the first part, you will write a class; an object which belongs to this
class represents a point in two-dimensional space. In the second part, you will write a short program
which creates and uses objects which belong to the class you wrote in the first part.

Part 1:[20]

Write a class called Point; each object which belongs to this class represents a point in two-
dimensional space. Each point can therefore be specified uniquely by two integers: its x-coordinate
and its y-coordinate.

Your Point class should provide the following public methods:

• A constructor, which takes as parameters two ints; these ints represent the values of the x
and y coordinates of the Point to be created, in this order.

• An accessor method called getX(), which takes no parameters, and returns a value of type
int that represents the x-coordinate of the Point object.

• An accessor method called getY(), which takes no parameters, and returns a value of type
int that represents the y-coordinate of the Point object.

• A method called computeDistance(), which takes as parameter a Point object, and re-
turns a value of type double. This method should compute the distance between the Point
object the computeDistance()method is called on and the Point object it takes as param-
eter, and return this distance. The distance d between two points p1 and p2 in two-dimensional
space is given by the following equation:

d =
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2

In the above equation, x1 and y1 respectively represent the x and y coordinates of point p1, while
x2 and y2 respectively represent the x and y coordinates of point p2. You MAY assume that the
Point object passed as parameter is not null.

• A method called equals(), which takes as parameter a Point object, and returns a value
of type boolean. This method returns true if the Point passed as parameter represents
the same point in two-dimensional space as the Point the equals() method is called on,
false otherwise. Two points are the same if and only if their x-coordinates are equal and their
y-coordinates are equal. If the Point object passed as parameter is null, then this method
MUST return false.

• A method called toString(), which takes no parameters and returns a String object. This
String object is a textual representation of the Point object. This text representation should
have the following format:

(x, y)

where x and y are replaced by the actual x and y coordinates of the Point object.

Note that the state of a Point object MUST NOT change once it is created; in other words, other
than the constructor, the methods of the Point MUST NOT change the state of the Point objects
they are called on.
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WRITE YOUR Point CLASS IN THE SPACE BELOW:
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Part 2:[10]

Write a class called ComputeDistance, which has only a main()method that does the following:

• Ask the user to enter the x and y coordinates of two points p1 and p2, and read these values from
the keyboard.

• Create Point objects from the values entered by the user.

• Display both points in the following format: (x, y)

• Compute the distance between the two points, and display it.

Sample session:

Enter the coordinates of point p1:
- x-coordinate: 0
- y-coordinate: 0

Enter the coordinates of point p2:
- x-coordinate: 3
- y-coordinate: 4

p1 == (0, 0)
p2 == (3, 4)
The distance between p1 and p2 is: 5.0

You should use the Point class written in the first part of this question as much as possible to write
your program for this question. You may write print() instead of System.out.print() and
println() instead of System.out.println() in order to save time.
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YOUR ComputeDistance CLASS CONTINUED:
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7. In a computer, all information (including program instructions) is represented as numbers in the binary[20]
number system. In this system, there are only two digits, 0 and 1, which are often referred to as bits.
A binary editor allows one to view information stored in a computer as series of bits.

However, the binary number system is often impractical. Therefore, many binary editors convert
binary numbers to the hexadecimal number system before displaying them. The hexadecimal number
system has 16 digits: the well-known decimal digits from 0 to 9, and the letters from A to F.

Converting a binary number to the hexadecimal number system is fairly straightforward:

• Break down the binary number into groups of 4 bits
• Convert each group of 4 bits to one hexadecimal digit according to the following conversion

table:

Binary Hexadecimal Binary Hexadecimal
0000 0 1000 8
0001 1 1001 9
0010 2 1010 A
0011 3 1011 B
0100 4 1100 C
0101 5 1101 D
0110 6 1110 E
0111 7 1111 F

Write a class called ConvertToHexadecimal, which contains only a main() method that does
the following:

• Ask the user to enter a String; this String will represent a binary number.
• Convert the binary number entered by the user to the hexadecimal number system, and display

the resulting hexadecimal number.
• Ask whether the user wants to convert another binary number to the hexadecimal number system.

If the user answers "y", "Y", "yes", "YES", or any other meaningful combination of these
letters such as "YeS", then the program will repeat the steps listed above, otherwise it will
terminate.

Sample session:

Enter a binary number: 11011110101011011011111011101111
The corresponding value in hexadecimal: DEADBEEF

Would you like to convert more?
Enter "y" or "yes" to continue: yEs

Enter a binary number: 11001010111111101011101010111110
The corresponding value in hexadecimal: CAFEBABE

Would you like to convert more?
Enter "y" or "yes" to continue: no

You MAY assume that the String entered by the user contains no characters other than ’0’ and
’1’. You MAY also assume that the length of the String entered by the user is a multiple of 4.
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WRITE YOUR ConvertToHexadecimal CLASS IN THE SPACE BELOW:

Total marks for Section 3: 50

Total marks: 100
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE. CLEARLY INDICATE WHICH QUESTION(S)
YOU ARE ANSWERING HERE.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED EVEN MORE ADDITIONAL SPACE. CLEARLY INDICATE WHICH
QUESTION(S) YOU ARE ANSWERING HERE.


